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Collaborative cloud manufacturing, as a concept of distributed manufacturing, allows different opportunities for changing the
logic of generating and capturing value. Cyberphysical systems and the technologies behind them are the enablers for new
business models which have the potential to be disruptive. This paper introduces the topics of distributed manufacturing as well
as cyberphysical systems. Furthermore, the main business model clusters of distributed manufacturing systems are described,
including collaborative cloud manufacturing. The paper aims to provide support for developing business model innovations
based on collaborative cloud manufacturing. Therefore, three business model architecture types of a differentiated business logic
are discussed, taking into consideration the parameters which have an influence and the design of the business model and its
architecture. As a result, new business models can be developed systematically and new ideas can be generated to boost the concept
of collaborative cloud manufacturing within all sustainable business models.

1. Introduction

Due to increasing international competition companies must
work continuously to increase their productivity. However,
the market demand for ever higher product individuality
brings most enterprises into the dilemma of being able to
produce small lot sizes economically. The term “Industry
4.0” is actually highly discussed as a vision in research and
industry to revolutionize production management and the
factory of the future. After mechanization, electrification,
and computerization of industrial production we are now
at the beginning of a new epoch in production, where web
technology and intelligent automation aswell as digitalization
support the development of so-called cyberphysical systems
(CPS) [1].

So-called distributed manufacturing systems (DMS) rep-
resent an ideal approach to meet actual challenges regarding
individualization of products, customer proximity, or a more
sustainable production. Distributed manufacturing has been
identified as one of the main drivers for the design of the

“factory of the future” and was highlighted by the United
Nations Industrial Development Organization as one of
the leading emerging technologies for the future [2]. The
evolution of manufacturing cooperation between different
enterprises leads to an extension of DMS characteristics. The
collaborating companies build up production networks. Such
collaborative networks can be organized in the factory of the
future through collaborative cloud manufacturing using the
emerging cloud computing technology as a digital platform
for data exchange and collaboration between customer and
companies and between companies themselves in a network
of small DMS-production units. Distributed systems have
incorporated many systems and new technologies that are
compatible with collaboration tools for optimizing processes.
More and more companies are opting for an on-demand
service model based on the cloud computing paradigm
to transform their costs of infrastructure investment into
variable costs. This change in the economic model is having
an important impact on the companies’ cost of accessing
technology [3]. Under this aspect it is important to develop
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future frameworks and models for cyberphysical systems to
enable a cloud-based production on demand of manufac-
turing networks for flexible, adaptable, and geographically
distributed production units.

Cyberphysical systems are enablers for changing business
logic and value chains, with the conjunction of cyberphys-
ical systems and the development of new business models
facilitating the creation of disruptive innovations. Research
into businessmodel innovations has increased enormously in
recent years.The sophisticated combination of changed value
generation, changed value capture, and the sharing of added
value are the leverage for disruptive innovations. There is,
as yet, no definitive definition of the term “business model”;
however, in themain, researchers assume that businessmodel
describes the logic of doing business by asking the following
questions: What is the value proposition for customers? How
can revenue be achieved? Which technologies and manu-
facturing units are used and which partners and networks
should be included?

The systematic development process and answering these
questions are the task of business model innovation, which
can be described as a “search of new logics . . . and new ways
to create and capture value” [4]. To reduce complexity and
give a better understanding of the mechanism of business
logic, a business model consists of different business model
elements. Just as there are many different definitions of
the term “business model,” different understandings exist
regarding which businessmodel elements describe a business
model [5]. The majority of approaches use between three
and nine business model elements in their frameworks.
This paper uses an approach based on four elements which
are particularly suitable within distributed manufacturing
systems and distinguishes “value proposition” and “revenues”
and “value chain and processes” as well as “technologies,
competencies, and key resources.”

The technical possibilities enabled by cyberphysical sys-
tems require new business logic and, in particular, the need to
define other architectures in value generating and capturing
[6]. Therefore, the focus of this paper is specifically the
business model elements “value proposition” and “revenues,”
which are applied and discussed for collaborative manufac-
turing as a concept of distributed manufacturing systems
enabled by cyberphysical systems.

2. State of the Art and Research

In Section 2.1, the concept of distributed manufacturing
(DM) and distributed manufacturing systems (DMS) is
explained from a theoretical point of view based on a
literature research. In addition, Section 2.2 reviews the actual
research activities around the emerging topic of Industry 4.0
and cyberphysical systems (CPS).

2.1. Theoretical Background of Distributed Manufacturing
Systems. Distributed manufacturing is a scheme gaining
increasing popularity in the field of production science. Actu-
ally, “distributedmanufacturing” is a highly discussed topic in
research and practice. Manufacturing is no longer organized
in traditional structures of globalized mass production in

centralized production facilities. Due to long delivery times
and supply chains, the rise in logistics cost and CO

2
emis-

sions, a shift from standardized products towards individual
or mass-customized goods, and finally the actual trend
of cloud-based manufacturing, the concept of distributed
manufacturing seems to be a promising topic.Through future
decentralized “glocal” production in distributed micropro-
duction facilities, connected with each other, goods will be
able to meet local needs and to be delivered quickly and
in a more sustainable way [7]. So-called “glocal” production
combines the goals of global market development and the
fulfilment of local customer requirements [8]. The change
from centralized manufacturing units towards decentralized
and geographically dispersed production units in virtual
production networks shows a highly promising strategy in
production science. The following six trends were identified
by the authors as some of the most important reasons for an
increasing interest in distributed manufacturing systems [7]:

(i) Megatrend Sustainability. Manufacturing systems are
to be designed in away that products can be produced
economically and at the same time environmental
burdens caused by long transport distances could be
minimized.

(ii) Rising Logistics Costs. Production systems with geo-
graphically dispersed production facilities will be able
to overcome this challenge, reducing the distance
between manufacturing location and customer.

(iii) Mass Customization. Mass customization is the
answer to an increasing individualization of customer
request in combinationwith the restriction that prices
have to be nearly the same as those of standard
products.

(iv) Democratization of Design. Centralized manufactur-
ing locations will be substituted by decentralized
manufacturing systems and networks, where only
data will be transported over long distances, while
the locally produced product needs only logistics
structure for last-mile transport.

(v) Market and Customer Proximity. Responding to local
and individual needs of customersmanufacturers will
be able to reach new markets through small and
flexiblemanufacturing structures in the vicinity of the
consumer.

(vi) Regionalism and Authenticity. Dynamics in regional
economic cycles are becoming stronger. For this
reason, in sensible niche markets, decentralized pro-
duction structures will play an important role in the
future.

Developing product variantswith respect to satisfying diverse
customer needs with reasonable costs in terms of mass
customization has been recognized as a new paradigm for
today’s manufacturing [9, 10]. The concept of decentral-
ized minifactories has specially been developed to support
mass customization [11]. Innovative production concepts and
emerging digital technologies replace traditional network
structures. For this purpose, it is necessary in the future to
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developmodern concepts andmodels for virtually connected
production networks with distributed production units offer-
ing personalized products to local customers considering the
aspects of cost, time, CO

2
emissions, energy consumption,

and quality [11]. Manufacturing system based on a minifac-
tory approach is one of the modern pervasive production
models providing tailored products with low cost and short
delivery time [12]. In this context, only how to design and
how to plan decentralized production networks for mass-
customized products generally, as discussed in [13, 14], in a
scalable and modular way [15] were examined. Seregni et al.
[16] andZanetti et al. [12] address the concept ofminifactories
and describe a “distributed minifactories network” in the
Italian furniture industry of SMEs. Such manufacturing
systems are a response to demand for customized products
with low cost and fast delivery time. Rauch et al. [17] develop
the idea of minifactory networks, introducing the concept of
Mobile Factory Networks (MFN), in which mobile and agile
minifactories can be moved to the place of consumption or
resource location.

A new form of distributed manufacturing system is born
through the recent progress in additive manufacturing (3D-
printing-technology). So-called desktop factories are playing
increasingly significant roles in supporting on-demandman-
ufacturing of customized products. Cloud manufacturing
(CM) has been recognized as a promising paradigm for the
next generation of manufacturing systems. Due to the novel
technical possibilities in additive manufacturing, the topic
of cloud manufacturing recently arose in combination with
distributed manufacturing [18, 19]. Yao et al. [20] present
a conceptual model of cloud-based desktop factories that
provides a promising approach to aggregating microfactories
into a cyberphysical virtual manufacturing society in the
future. Such small scale production systems show an ideal
approach for DIY (Do-It-Yourself) manufacturing; for exam-
ple, properly located within a shopping mall they are able to
directly interactwith the customers, while being close to them
in terms of design expectations, quality, environment, costs,
and delivery time [12].

2.2. Industry 4.0 and Cyberphysical Systems (CPS): An
Emerging Topic in Research. On the basis of an advanced
digitalization within factories, the combination of Internet
technologies and future-oriented technologies in the field
of “smart” objects (machines/products) seems to result in
a new paradigm shift in industrial production called also
“Industry 4.0” [21]. After mechanization, electrification, and
computerization of industrial production we are now with
the Internet of Things (IoT) in the era of the so-called 4th
industrial revolution or Industry 4.0. With the emerging
trend of Industry 4.0 companies will connect and link their
products,machines, storage/handling/transport systems, and
other resources worldwide as cyberphysical systems (CPS) in
the so-called “smart factories” [22]. Traditional products and
manufacturing systems are becoming more and more multi-
disciplinary, intelligent, networked, and agile. However, not
only consumer goods (i.e., smartphones) but also industrial
goods are becoming “smart.” Thus, the engineering of these
smart products and systems will be of crucial importance

for the competitiveness of industrial companies. There is a
need for new smart engineering approaches, which also use
the latest ICT innovation [23]. Several initiatives throughout
industry and academia are emerging to address the next
generation of advances in the IoT space, industrial Internet,
and Internet of systems (IoS) and the exciting possibilities
from research in cyberphysical systems [1, 24].

The concept of Industry 4.0 is strongly related to the term
cyberphysical systems (CPS) [24]. The term “cyberphysical
systems” emerged around 2006, coined by Helen Gill at the
National Science Foundation in the United States [25]. A
cyberphysical system (CPS) is a combination of computers
and physical systems (see also Figure 1). CPS is about the
intersection, not the union, of the physical and the cyber
world. It combines engineeringmodels andmethods with the
models and methods of computer science [25]. Connecting
physical world objects (made of atoms) with information
(packaged as bits) may segue into another revolution, pre-
dicted by many, among whom is Neil Gershenfeld [1]. CPS
positively affected manufacturing in form of cyberphysical
production systems (CPPS) in process automation and con-
trol [26]. Due to the huge application potentials of CPS in
manufacturing and yet the lack of common understanding
of CPS in manufacturing sector, there is a need for further
research of CPS [27]. Manufacturing will increasingly appear
as equipped by physical and/or digital objectives, upgraded
with sensing, processing, actuating, and networking capabil-
ities. In addition, cyberphysical system may make network
structures emerge as a result from collaborative processes
executed by manufacturing units and customers as well as
suppliers [28]. CPS capture data of the real world via sensors,
process them with software from embedded controllers, use
the Internet and cloud computing formutual communication
between the connectors, and interact with real world by
means of mechatronic actuators [29]. The desired benefits
are evident: intelligent, networked objects and autonomous
control systems are able to reflect customer demands in real
time [30].

Despite the benefits, concern about security is one of
the biggest ones in the context of cloud manufacturing,
cyberphysical systems, and distributedmanufacturing. Often
mentioned risks are concerns regarding valuable data and
intellectual property rights [31, 32]. These concerns should
be regarded in the development of new business models for
cyberphysical systems, cloudmanufacturing, and distributed
manufacturing. One aspect might be to establish trust by
applying these concepts [33]. Proven case studies and robust
processes and systems support building trust and reducing
existing aversions [33]. A proactive risk management will be
an important part to manage cyberphysical systems, cloud
manufacturing, and distributed manufacturing systems [34].
This covers technical risks and attacks as well as all other
risks which occur at interfaces (human, enterprises, supply
chains, etc.). For riskmitigation, it is necessary to understand
the possible threats of data-processing systems and assess
them by considering the whole system as opposed to focusing
only on risks for single components [35, 36]. Hence, risk
management should be discussed across the value chain and
should be shared so that barriers to adoption will be reduced.
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Figure 1: Layers of cyberphysical systems and interactions with their environment (adapted from [37]).

The growing demand for customized products in com-
bination with decreasing product lifecycles asks for further
transformation towards organization structures, which cope
with increased complexity. Distributed systems can handle
high complexity and form a starting point for the so-called
cybernetic management, which incorporates self-controlling
systems. The Internet has been identified as a powerful
instrument to manage distributed systems [38]. In the past
decades, advancements in web-based/Internet-based systems
and applications have opened up the possibility for indus-
tries to utilize the cyberworkspace to conduct efficient and
effective daily collaborations from anywhere in distributed
manufacturing environments [27]. Advances on the fields of
embedded systems and cyberphysical systems additionally
accelerate the extension of distributed manufacturing from
automated factory floors onto manufacturing enterprises
level [25]. In the meantime, all critical technologies for smart
distributed manufacturing systems are mature: sensor and
actuator networks, intelligent controls, optimization soft-
ware, cyberphysical systems, solutions for cybersecurity, and
other related services are highly discussed in research and just
available on the market. Powerful and efficient applications,
available as cyberphysical systems, Internet of Things, per-
vasive computing, or machine-to-machine communication,
will make distributed manufacturing a preferred model to
produce [28].

3. Collaborative Cloud Manufacturing (CCM)

In this section, a framework for the application of cyberphysi-
cal systems in distributedmanufacturing systems is presented

by the concept of collaborative cloud manufacturing (CCM).
Section 3.1 considers the overlap of cloud manufacturing and
cyberphysical systems. Section 3.2 gives a short overview
of different applicable business models for DMS and DMS-
networks. In Section 3.3, the concept of collaborative cloud
manufacturing will be explained more in detail while Sec-
tion 3.4 discusses business model architectures for CCM
including cyberphysical systems. The section finally closes
with a discussion of future challenges and possible applica-
tion fields in industry.

3.1. Cloud Manufacturing and Cyberphysical Systems. Both
cloud manufacturing and cyberphysical systems are funda-
mental elements in the overall topic of smart manufacturing.
Kang et al. [39] classified both as a “core-technology” com-
pared to other topics in the context of smart manufacturing,
such as smart energy, intelligent automation, and the complex
Internet of services. Due to the importance of both topics—
cloud manufacturing and cyberphysical systems—and their
close connection, this section introduces what should be
considered as a common platform, addressing what the
differences are as well as what challenges remain.

The development of architectures and conceptual frame-
works is the main activity in research and practice. For
example, Karnouskos et al. [40] describe an IMC-AESOP
architecture for cloud-based industrial cyberphysical systems
and their framework of a service-oriented architecture cov-
ers such aspects as data handling, integration, monitoring,
human-machine-interaction, lifecycle-management, and so
forth. Yu et al. [41] classify both concepts as fitting the fourth
industrial revolution, but, considered from an IT perspective,
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the concept of a cyberphysical system is product-centered
compared to the concept of cloud manufacturing, which is
more service-centered. Further, they describe that a “cyber-
physical-system contributes to services networking though
parts of it can also provide software-based services and cloud
manufacturing is a service container and at the same time
a service provider, inclusive of software and manufacturing
services” [42].

In addition to the differences, there are still some chal-
lenges in the way to combine cloud manufacturing and
cyberphysical systems, some of which are indicated by
Karnouskos et al. [42], for example, the management of
hundreds of devices, cross-layer collaboration, migration,
and the impact of CPS on existing approaches as well as
data science on CPS-empowered big data. In addition to
these challenges, the adoption in the market will also depend
on valuable, revenue-promising business model concepts or,
in other words, promising and disruptive business model
concepts might involve having to solve some issues and
challenges and support the diffusion of cloud manufacturing
and cyberphysical systems.

3.2. Collaborative Cloud Manufacturing as Business Model
Concept for DistributedManufacturing Systems andNetworks.
Modern forms of distributed manufacturing systems need
also suitable business models to succeed in the market. New
business models are required to meet the changes in the
business logic [43]. To conceive how distributed manufac-
turing systems can be successfully applied in practice, a set
of possible business models, which can be also described
as business model clusters due to joint structure, has been
proposed by the authors of [44] and is shown in Table 1.

(1) Microproduction Networks (MPN). This owner-based
template is structured as a network of small sized
minifactories for the production of goods for the
local or regional market responding to the specific
needs of customers. It shows opportunities for local
entrepreneurs to open end develop/enlarge their own
business without large investments.

(2) Contract Manufacturing Networks (CMN). This ser-
vice-based template is applicable for service providers
or cooperatives with a network of highly flexi-
ble and geographically distributed minifactories for
contract manufacturing. Intermediaries (“production
provider”) bring globally acting clients and potential
locally distributed manufacturer together.

(3) Mobile Factory Networks (MFN). This rental-based
template is suitable for mobile non-location-bound
and highly flexible as well as reconfigurable model
factories for temporary production on-site. Commer-
cialization is possible through rent of individually
configured mobile factories and a centralized pool of
standard modules.

(4) Production Franchise Networks (PFN).This franchise-
based template shows a concept of DMS-factories
operated independently by franchisees with more
or less flexible and adaptable production units for

geographically distributed production in a franchise
network.

(5) Collaborative Cloud Manufacturing (CCM). This
collaborative-based template enables active partic-
ipation of the customer in the product develop-
ment/configuration process through the use of inno-
vative cloud solutions. Production begins with the
transfer of product data from the platform to a
network of distributed manufacturing systems.

According to the business model templates in Table 1 a
distributed manufacturing system can be designed by using
one of the shown template models or a mix of different
templates (e.g., a franchise production network combined
with collaborative cloud manufacturing).

3.3. The Concept of Collaborative Cloud Manufacturing. The
fundamental basis of collaborative cloud manufacturing is
the organization of production units in collaborative net-
works. The organization in networks through collaborative
manufacturing multiplies the available capacities without the
need for further investments. Hence, companies in collabo-
rative networks can adapt to volatile markets and shortened
product lifecycles with high agility. In contrast to the many
benefits, the decoupling and spatial separation of production
units as well as handling of complex production data by
multiple production-sites drastically increase the need for
coordination [45]. Here are mainly new technologies and
possibilities in cyberspace to support and facilitate coor-
dination in collaborative networks by digital technologies
reducing also complexity.

Next essential components of CCM are cloud computing
and the concept of cloud manufacturing. The idea of “cloud
manufacturing” is currently raising high expectations for
the still-visionary value concept. In the future, industrial
production changes in the medium and long term through
the wider use of advanced manufacturing technologies by no
longer selling the physical product but only the product data.
The transport of products could be replaced in the future
via the data transfer of product data according to visionary
approaches. The products could then be manufactured and
assembled in distributed networks of small factories with
highly adaptive and changeable manufacturing systems and
qualified staff for final assembling and finishing. Essential
elements for realizing cloud manufacturing are digitalized
manufacturing technologies, cyberphysical production sys-
tems, cloud computing, Internet ofThings, semantic web, and
high performance computing.

In collaborative cloudmanufacturing, customers or users
can access directly or through an external operated commu-
nity to the manufacturing cloud. The manufacturing cloud
is run by a manufacturing cloud operator who coordinates
and develops the platform for product definition and con-
figuration as well as the platform for order assignment
to manufacturing resources provider in the collaborative
network of DMS. CCM enables active participation and
collaboration of the customer in the process for product
definition or product configuration through the use of cloud-
based and collective open-innovation tools according to the
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Table 1: Set of business models for distributed manufacturing systems.

Number Set of business models Schema

(1) Microproduction Networks (MPN)

Reach of action of 
every minifactory

Network of small 
minifactories serving 
regional markets with 
their customized goods

(2) Contract Manufacturing Networks (CMN)
for contract manufacturing

Network of DMS

Production
provider

Production
pro iderClient

(3) Mobile Factory Networks (MFN)

Temporary use for example on 
construction sites

Pool of standard modules

Mobile factory
+

(4) Production Franchise Networks (PFN)

CentralFranchisor

Outlets Outlets Outlets

Franchisee
region A

Franchisee
region B

Franchisee
region CDMS A DMS B DMS C

services

(5) Collaborative cloud manufacturing (CCM)

Network of DMS

CloudProduct data Selection of appropriate DMS 
and production order

actual trend of democratization in design. In the broadest
sense digital design and product development instruments
are provided to the customers, with which they can cre-
ate the product individually. When customer requirements
have been recorded and product development is fulfilled,
production begins with the transfer of product data from
the platform to a pool of distributed manufacturing systems
that identify the nearest production unit in the network
with free production capacity to meet the agreed delivery
date. The ordered product is then produced in the identified
production unit and finally delivered to the customer or

provided for pickup by the customer itself. Pervasive and
efficient allocation and coordination of resources and free
capacities or capabilities can be achieved by a centralized and
intelligent manufacturing cloud solution (see Figure 2).

3.4. Design of Business Model Innovations Based on Collab-
orative Cloud Manufacturing. Business models as “business
logic” display the logic of value generation and value captur-
ing.Therefore, the two business model elements as described
in Section 1, “value proposition” and “revenue,” typically
define the added value provided by the businessmodel as well
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Figure 2: Concept of collaborative cloud manufacturing (CCM).

as what profits can be achieved based on the costs involved.
In particular, in a distributed manufacturing network envi-
ronment, the cost structure of the assigned manufacturing
units and their price-finding logic are important components
in the business model. Depending on the business model
concept, value can be generated and captured on the value
proposition side as well as on the pricing logic and cost side.
Additionally, the generated value will be mostly shared, so
that all or some of the involved units and users can capture
part of the generated value.

In addition to the benefits of an intelligent manufactur-
ing cloud solution and the advantages generated by using
distributed manufacturing networks and units, the adoption
of the collaborative cloud manufacturing concept and its
individual emerged business models could be dependent on
the relationship between customer added value, price, cost,
and willingness to pay. Based on this relationship, Matzler et
al. [46] illustrate three types of business model innovations,
which are shown in Figure 3 and will be discussed further.

Option A features an extended customer added value,
enabled by reduced costs, which might be caused by a
different principle of cost structure and increased efficiency
in production. An enhanced profit can be also achieved so
that both sides can participate and capture value. Enablers
of this type of business model innovation are emerged and
combined technologies in terms of cyberphysical systems.

Business model innovations based on Option B are often
provided by technological innovations and an additional
added value in comparison to other available technology
and manufacturing approaches. As such, the customer is
willing to pay more and the offering unit can request a higher
price. Despite themostly increased R&D effort for developing
and implementing the technology innovation, the production

unit is able to achieve a higher profit and can cut cost,
especially in the long run.

OptionC covers cases of differentiation in value chain and
value generation, so that the business models allow reduced
prices, although the overall customer benefit and willingness
to pay are decreased. However, the perceived customer added
value is increased in relation to benefit reduction. As a result
of the differentiated business architecture the cost structure
can be reduced and, consequently, increase profit.

These three options schematically illustrate three busi-
ness model types and their business logic architecture. In
designing new business models for CCM, there is a need to
discuss which options exist to extend customer added value
and profit.

Osterwalder et al. [47] recommends defining a clear
value proposition to clarify customer profiles and identify
customer gains and pains. Aswell as a clear value proposition,
what customer integration looks like and how shared value
generation can be achieved need to be addressed. Value is
not limited to economic value; social and environmental
value and other factors can be valuable to the customer
too. For instance, gaining knowledge and power sharing
are motivators in coproduction and co-value-creation [48].
Furthermore, it is also necessary to consider if the value
proposition is tangible, intangible, or a combination of
both. In this context, the aim is to extend customer added
value. In most cases, the customer validates the offered
value proposition in comparison to alternative offers and
options which are available. Anderson et al. [49] propose
that, for business markets, the value proposition should
include favorable points of difference.The theory of diffusion
suggests the same thing and emphasises that the adoption
of innovation is dependent on the relative advantage which
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Figure 3: Common design options to achieve business model innovations [46].

describes the degree of favorability over the existing offer in
terms of the market concepts, products, and so forth [50].
In this case, the higher the perceived benefits compared to
the same offers, the greater the likelihood of adoption of the
innovation [51]. The theory of diffusion is based on research
findings by Rogers [52] and these have been confirmed in
many analyses over the past decades. Rogers pointed out
that the diffusion of innovations depends mainly on five
factors, namely, relative advantage, compatibility, trialability,
complexity, and observability. Some meta-analysis has added
the factor of perceived risks as a sixth factor.These six factors
explain the diffusion rate of innovation up to 87% [50, 53].
Cloud manufacturing systems, cyberphysical systems, and
distributed manufacturing systems are new concepts which
can be classified as technical or organizational innovations.
This argumentation can be also followed by consideration
that cloud manufacturing systems, cyberphysical systems,
and distributed manufacturing systems are facing barriers
which prevent adoption by themarket. Such barriers are secu-
rity concerns, perceived complexity, missing use cases, and
applicability in practice [18, 54]. Managerial consequences
to increase the diffusion rate of cloud manufacturing sys-
tems, cyberphysical systems, and distributed manufacturing
systems should be to consider the six factors of the theory
of diffusion in the designing phase of these concepts. In
particular, for CPS, Mikusz [55] underlines the importance
of standardization and interoperationability which can also
be derived from the theory of diffusion. Compatibility of
systems influences diffusion in the market, so that the
value proposition is aligned with the existing technical as
well as social systems. Trialability of the value proposition
should be given as well. Scalable production is required to
reduce possible adopter barriers and provide flexibility for the
customer.The objective is to extend the customer added value
by designing the value proposition.

Customer added value can also be a changed revenue
model which has better suitability for customer needs and
doing business. Depending on the value proposition, on what

base the revenues and prices should be calculated needs to
be taken into account. The calculation base can be output
(unit), duration of provision, performance level, or usage
[56].The first type of calculation base represents the common
model to achieve revenues by selling the produced units.
The calculation base “duration of provision” has a revenue
and pricing model dependent on the period for which the
services are provided. The performance level as calculation
base uses predefined performance parameters to calculate
the revenues. The achievement of revenues based on the
usage of the value creation depends directly on customer
consumption. By applying this type, customer behaviour
(usage) is the input parameter, in contrast to the third type,
and the level of performance is the output parameter, on
which the achievement of revenue depends.

IT and data-driven business models emerging in recent
years have shown that, besides common value exchange,
other possibilities of achieving revenues also exist. These
forms are often referred to as indirect forms due to the fact
that the value exchange and relationship are complemented
by a third party. Cyberphysical systems and usage of data
as commercial asset might be able to establish such kind of
revenue achievement as well as a combination of direct and
indirect revenue achievement [6].

In addressing the question of how to achieve revenues,
one should consider which pricing approach is the most
appropriate in supporting capturing the generated value and
which logic for pricing formation can be used.

The price will mostly be defined by the relation between
vendor, buyer, and competitor. In general, we can distinguish
different pricing approaches which can be followed and
combined as the pricing conceptwithin the designed business
model. Here, we differentiate between a demand-driven,
competition-driven, and cost-driven pricing approach [57].
Demand-driven pricing depends directly on the demand and
the willingness of the customer to pay, whereas competition-
driven pricing is explicitly related to market conditions
and is based on price-setting by the competition and its
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pricing behaviour. It is particularly appropriate when the
reaction of consumers to the conduct of competitors can
be measured. Cost-driven approach is based on production
cost with an additional mark-up. This is particularly true
in competitive markets and, for strategic reasons, when first
entering established markets, where the costs are the dis-
tinctive determinant and services are easily replaceable, and,
therefore, a cost-based pricing policy may be appropriate. It
should be emphasised that the competition-driven and cost-
driven pricing approaches also take into account willingness
to pay; however, in the demand-driven approach, willingness
to pay is the core of the price formation.

The mechanism of price finding and the possibilities of
negotiations are also parameters that should be considered.
In general, we distinguish between nonfixed, unilateral fixed,
and two-sided fixed pricing [57]. A unilateral fixing of price
formation provides that, whether provided by the suppliers
or on the part of the buyer, the price is set and binding and
the other side has no influence on pricing. With two-sided
fixing, both the supply and the demand side offer quotations
and the pricing is done by predetermined rules. Free pricing
in the form of negotiations is referred to in this context as
nonfixed pricing.

By adapting of parameters of value proposition and/or
revenue model one of the three options displayed in Fig-
ure 3 should be targeted, so that a changed business model
architecture enables providing an extended customer added
value, to reach a higher profit range and/or reduce costs.
Cyberphysical systems will be the leverage to change business
logic and applying and spreading distributed manufacturing
systems.

4. Discussion

It has emerged that, in the past, high potential and technically
mature technologies and new organizational approaches
(including those in manufacturing) have struggled with their
diffusion in the market. Sustainable production with mini-
mized logistic costs and individualized products for regional
markets can be provided by distributed manufacturing sys-
tems. Collaborative cloud manufacturing and cyberphysical
systems enable and support the trend towards decentralized
manufacturing systems. Active participation and collabora-
tion of the customer in the process for product definition or
product configuration are one benefit of collaborative cloud
manufacturing providing actual trend of democratization
in design. Cyberphysical systems as provider to change
the principles in production planning shift the production
planning intelligence to the individual current generating
product. This might be the leverage for a paradigm change
from centralized production concepts to decentralized and
distributed manufacturing systems. Beside the advantages
of all three concepts the challenging part is to reduce the
barriers for diffusion in practice.Therefore, research activities
should consider how the diffusion of collaborative cloud
manufacturing (CCM), distributed manufacturing systems
(DMS), and cyberphysical systems (CPS) can be supported.

Sustainable business models and success stories might
be useful in terms of finding more and more people to

adopt these concepts and approaches. A systemic develop-
ment approach, as is known and practiced in many other
disciplines, can support these developers in identifying and
developing changed business architectures which fit these
concepts and exploits.

Breaking down the business model and its elements and
an analysis of possibilities of generating and capturing value
from the beginning are appropriate to align all the compo-
nents of the collaborative manufacturing unit. A description
of general options in designing business model elements
might be valuable for creating and gathering new ideas which
are different to the existing processes in business. Creativity
research suggests that knowledge can be a barrier to thinking
“out of the box”; however, in most cases, without knowledge,
the result of an idea-generation process cannot be used
due to the lack of detail and leverage to challenge existing
proven concepts. Nevertheless, being different is not the only
objective in altered and new business logic; additionally, how
to extend customer added value and/or profit as well as how
a reduction of costs can be achieved and how components
fit together should all be considered. The options proposed
by Matzler et al. [46] are common possibilities for adapting
business model architectures compared to existing ones, with
the result of achieving a design for a sustainable business
model and boosting the concepts of CCM, DMS, and CPS.

The prevalidation of the attractiveness of designed busi-
ness models can be done by considering the five or six factors
of the theory of diffusion. Manufacturing companies need to
assess whether the concepts of CCM, DMS, and CPS provide
benefits compared to the currently used or other existing
systems and should seek to reduce risks to achieve easy
and effective adoption. Therefore, these six factors should be
considered in the design phase of new business models and
should be used as first proof before the business model is
launched.

5. Conclusion and Further Research Work

Megatrends, like sustainability and mass customization and
democratization, offer a change of production paradigm and
require more and more distributed manufacturing systems.
CCM and CPS are two additional topics which fit the DMS
and suppose a completely different production approach
and father a new kind of value generation. Enabled by
these possibilities, the commercial side of processes should
also be considered and should support the diffusion of
these concepts. Therefore, business model innovation is a
management discipline which is becoming more and more
popular in practice and research in recent years and is suitable
for application in the case of DMS and CCM as well. After its
introduction in DMS and a set of business models developed
from technical processes, CCM is explained in more detail
and connected to CPS. CCM and CPS have the potential to
establish a new generation of value creation, value capture,
and value sharing. Different business model architectures
mostly involve the requirement of realizing a different way
of doing business and offering value. There are general
options to adapt business models which are discussed and
components of business model design which are provided in
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order that ideas for new business models, in particular, have
the potential to be business model innovations which can be
created and developed.

This paper contributes to discussing common options
for changing business model architectures and challenging
establish market players and concepts through new business
models. Depending on the willingness to pay, the extent of
customer added value and the price and cost level of business
model adoptions should be considered in designing new
business models. These general options are discussed in the
context of distributedmanufacturing systems provided by the
new possibilities of cloud manufacturing and cyberphysical
systems and support the process to develop new business
model architectures based on these systems and technologies.
This paper also introduces the criteria to be considered in the
assessment of development of business model architectures
and provides an indication of adoption attractiveness in the
market.

Further research work should apply these general options
and extend the range of options. It might be interesting
to see how systematic approaches can be used to design
and develop systems, for instance, Axiomatic Design, to set
up business models for CCM. Quantitative research might
also be very valuable to identify the barriers which exist in
the use of CCM, DMS, and CPS. These findings could be
useful in reducing barriers, adapting research activities, and
supporting the diffusion process for these concepts in order
to share value provided by CCM.
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